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Door/Window Sensor (extra)

Supervised Wireless 8 -Zone Security Console With Voice Dialer
Convenient. A do-it-yourself 8 -zone security console
that can be installed anywhere in just minutes without
running a single wire! Just plug it in to any AC outlet,
set up remote sensors (extra), and it's ready to work.
Pro -Quality Protection. Provides 24 -hour security to
protect your home and family. Receives signals from
the Plug 'n Power door/window and infrared sensors.
When a sensor is tripped, the Console sounds the
built-in super -loud alarm and flashes lamps (con-
nected to lamp modules) to scare away any intruders!

Automatic Dialer. Dials up to four phone numbers
to notify that a break-in is in progress. The person
called can then listen to your home through the
Console's microphone. Program dialer to call
friends or family and avoid monitoring fees.
Remote Controlled. Remote arms/disarms system
in the "away" or "home" mode (with or without
motion detectors armed). Turn on/off up to four
light/appliance modules with a single button.
Supervised. Constantly checks status of each

sensor and notifies you when battery is weak.
Expandable. Completely compatible with all Plug 'n
Power equipment. Add up to 16 door/window sen-
sors (61-2612, 14.95; see inset) anywhere in your
home, wireless motion detectors, keychain remote,
remote sirens, indoor light control modules-even
outdoor floodlights (61-2604, below). Wireless
console and remote require 9V battery. UL listed
AC. (TSP) 61-2609 99.95
Extra Remote Control. (CMC) 61-2561 24.99

Plug 'n Power Supervised Security
System With Remote Control

You get pro -quality supervised security and convenient control
with no -tools installation - it couldn't be easier! Use the
handheld remote anywhere in your home-press a button to
arm/disarm the system, press another to turn lamps on and off..
When an intruder opens a protected door or window, a loud 85
dB siren sounds and the lamp module flashes a lamp to attract
attention and scare off intruders!
Door/window sensors are supervised-they check themselves
automatically and report to the receiver. LEDs tell you if a
battery is weak or if a window or door is open. Add more
sensors and motion detectors to expand your system.
Basic system includes all above: remote, receiver/siren, one
door/window sensor and one plug-in lamp flashing module.
Receiver, door/window sensor and remote requires 9V battery
backup. (TSP) 61-2611 79.95
Extra Handheld Remote. (CMC) 61-2615 24.99
Extra Door/Window Sensor. 61-2612 14.95
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Plug 'n Power Security Accessories
(1) POWERHORN® Remote Siren. 110 dB. Plugs into any
indoor AC outlet. No wiring. (CMC) 61-2613 49.99

(2) Infrared Motion Detector. Sets off system when it de-
tects heat and motion. Wireless. (CMC)
61-2614 59.99

(3) Minature Keychain Remote Control. Lets you arm/
disarm system, turn lights on/off as you enter and leave.
Works as "panic" button, too. (CMC) 61-2618 24.99

Motion -Sensing
Outdoor Floodlight

Plug 'n Power Remote -Switching Floodlights. Lights come on
when sensor detects motion. Works independently or you can
set it to turn on indoor lights as dusk and other lights when it
detects motion-just add Plug 'n Power lamp modules. Plus,
you can use any Command Center to control floodlights man-
ually. Installs on standard electrical box. Bulbs not included.
(CMC) 61-2604 49.99

(1) Remote Chime/Beeper. Use with 61-2604 as remote door9
bell. (CMC) 61-2656 24.99

(2) Universal Interface. Connects to alarm system, contact
switch or other sensor. Turns on or flashes lights connected to
modules when alarm or sensor trips. (CMC) 61-2687, 19.99
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